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Abstract
A qualitative method to control piecewise affine differential systems is proposed and explored for
application to genetic regulatory networks. This study considers systems whose outputs and inputs
are of a qualitative form, well suited to experimental devices: the measurements indicate whether
the variables are “strongly” or “weakly” expressed, that is, only the region of the state space where
trajectories evolve at each instant can be known. The control laws are piecewise constant functions
in each region and in time, and are only allowed to take three qualitative values corresponding to no
control (u = 1), high synthesis rates (u = umax ) or low synthesis rates (u = umin ). The problems of
controlling the bistable switch to each of its steady states is considered. Exact solutions are given
to asymptotically control the system to either of its two stable steady states. Two approximate
solutions are suggested to the problem of controlling the system to the unstable steady state: either
control to a neighborhood of the state, or in the form of a periodic cycle that passes through the
state.
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Introduction

The internal regulation of an organism, cellular growth, cellular division or differentiation, are all
phenomena involving changes and readjustments in the metabolic and genetic networks. Recent progress
in the understanding of cellular mechanisms is centered on experimentally tinkering with the system,
to obtain a desired dynamical behaviour. The first generation of synthetic biology experiments have
shown that molecular components can be assembled and tuned to reproduce desired dynamics: a bistable
system [10], an oscillatory network [8], or a mammalian tunable oscillator [21] have been designed and
constructed in the laboratory.
Many interesting theoretical control problems arise from the analysis of biological regulatory systems [20]. These systems have constraints regarding the type of available measurements (outputs) and
the possible ways to act on the system (inputs). In particular, the solutions to control problems in
biological networks will be relevant to the biologist only if the control laws can be implemented in the
laboratory, using molecular components. Classical control methods [19] (often based on the linearization of the system) rely on the complete knowledge of (some of) the state variables of the system, at
regular time intervals. However, detailed quantitative knowledge is often difficult or very expensive to
obtain in the laboratory.
For these reasons, we will consider the class of piecewise affine (PWA) differential systems, which
are based on a qualitative description of the system, and can be easily compared with the experimental
data obtained from gene and protein expression. This class of systems has been widely used for the
analysis of genetic regulatory networks [12, 6, 3, 5], and some control problems have already been
studied in [9]. Recently, [7] use piecewise constant additive inputs to design a control that generates a
sustained periodic orbit in a PWA damped oscillator. Control questions for affine systems on polytopes
∗ This work was supported in part by the INRIA-INSERM initiative action ColAge and ANR GeMCo (French national
research agency).
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are studied in [14], which considers the problem of reaching a desired facet using piecewise-affine state
feedback; multi-affine systems are studied [2], with an application to biological networks. It should be
emphasized that both [14] and [2] need to use the precise value of the variables at each instant. Another
study uses a probabilistic controllability analysis technique from hybrid systems to find an initial state
set that can be controlled to the desired target [1].
This paper focuses on the 2-dimensional bistable system and considers the following problem: control
the system to a given target, using only qualitative knowledge on the state variables and applying
qualitative control. The general control problem for n-dimensional systems, using only constant control
in each regular domain, has been studied in [9], including the problem of making a regular region
invariant, or controlling the system through a given face. This general framework is, however, not
sufficiently detailed to allow for fine-tuned control: the solution of some of the problems posed here (see
P2 or P3 below) requires additional assumptions and could not be solved using only the general methods
from [9]. Motivated by the recent work on experimental design and synthetic biology [10, 8, 21], it will
be assumed that synthesis rates can be regulated by the biologist (for instance, with the introduction
of a plasmid containing an inducible promoter of a given gene). It will also be assumed that the control
law is piecewise constant and ranges over a finite set of values: small or large synthesis rates, or no
control. For the example of the bistable switch (Section 2), exact solutions are presented to control the
system to either of the stable steady states (Sections 4 and 5). The problem of controlling the system
to the unstable steady state has two approximate solutions (Section 6): either controlling the system
to a neighborhood of the state, or generating a periodic solution passing through the state. Finally
(Section 7), we provide some remarks on how to apply these results to larger systems and a comparison
to the experiments in [10].
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The bistable switch

The bistable switch is a well known model of an interaction between two genes. Mathematical models
of the bistable switch are characterized by the existence of two stable steady states (or two stable
modes), representing two distinct outcomes of the biological system [4]. Both modes are stable to small
variations in the expression of the genes. Such behaviour has been observed experimentally in several
systems, such as the lac operon in the bacteria Escherichia coli, a group of genes which are repressed
in the presence of glucose but transcribed in the absence of glucose and presence of lactose [15, 17];
or the phage λ virus that infects E. coli and can be found in two possible states, corresponding to a
dormant (lysogentic) state or a reproducible (lytic) mode [18]. Moreover, a bistable system has been
experimentally designed and assembled in the laboratory, from “single pieces” [10], thus showing that
such a mechanism may indeed be the working principle of many biological phenomena.
The classical model is composed of two variables which mutually inhibit each other, and are degraded
at a constant rate. The inhibition functions are of sigmoidal type, with a threshold concentration
defining the value of influence of one variable on the other. Let x = (x1 , x2 )′ ∈ R2≥0 , and consider
κi , γi , θi > 0 (i = 1, 2), where κi denote production rates, γi denote the degradation rate constants, and
θi the threshold concentrations. The system can be written:
ẋ1

= κ1 h− (x2 , θ2 , n2 ) − γ1 x1 ,

ẋ2

= κ2 h− (x1 , θ1 , n1 ) − γ2 x2 .

(1)

where h− (x, θ, n) = θn /(xn + θn ). It is easy to check (for instance by drawing the nullclines) that, if
the parameters satisfy n1 , n2 ≫ 1 and:
θi <

κi
,
γi

(2)

system (1) has two stable steady states, corresponding to high x1 , low x2 (P1) or low x1 , high x2 (P2),
that is, one of the variables is at a high concentration and represses the other. A third unstable steady
state (P3) exists, corresponding to both variables close to their threshold concentrations.
More generally, we are interested in a qualitative description of the bistable switch, corresponding to
the case ni → ∞ where the sigmoidal functions h− become step functions. Without loss of generality,
2

we will consider only the case when the system is defined inside the (invariant) set [0, κ1 /γ1 ]×[0, κ2 /γ2 ]:
ẋ1

= κ1 s− (x2 , θ2 ) − γ1 x1 ,

ẋ2

= κ2 s− (x1 , θ1 ) − γ2 x2 .

(3)

with
s− (r, θ) =



1, r < θ
0, r > θ.

This class of piecewise affine systems (PWA) was first introduced by L. Glass [12], and is widely used
for modeling genetic regulatory networks [12, 6, 3, 5]. Step functions are not defined at threshold
points, but solutions of the system “across” or “along” a threshold can still be defined in the sense of
Filippov, as the solutions of differential inclusions. See for instance [3] for an analysis of solutions of
PWA systems. Throughout this paper, the definitions given in this reference will be adopted. For self
containment of the paper, a brief summary of some special cases is provided in the appendix. In this
case, there are also two stable steady states, P1 and P2, and an unstable Filippov equilibrium point,
P3, analogous to a saddle point:




κ2
κ1
, P 3 = (θ1 , θ2 ).
, 0 , P 2 = 0,
P1 =
γ1
γ2
It is easy to see that the region: Ω = [0, κ1 /γ1 ] × [0, κ2 /γ2 ] is forward invariant for system (3), so from
now on, we consider only solutions evolving on Ω. The dynamics of system (4) can be divided into four
regions, or regular domains, where the vector field is uniquely defined:
B00

= {x ∈ R2≥0 : 0 < x1 < θ1 , 0 < x2 < θ2 }

B01

= {x ∈ R2≥0 : 0 < x1 < θ1 , θ2 < x2 < κ2 /γ2 }

B10

= {x ∈ R2≥0 : θ1 < x1 < κ1 /γ1 , 0 < x2 < θ2 }

B11

= {x ∈ R2≥0 : θ1 < x1 < κ1 /γ1 , θ2 < x2 < κ2 /γ2 }.

In addition, there are also switching domains, where the system is defined only as a differential inclusion,
corresponding to the segments where each of the variables is at a threshold (xi = θi and xj ∈ [0, κj /γj ]).

3

Measurements and control

The solution to the problem of controlling a system is typically based on the notions of input and
output. (see [19], for reference). The output consists of measurements of some, or a combination, of the
variables that indicate the current state of the system, say h(x(t)) = x2 (t). Classical control methods
need to know this function at each instant t (or at regular time intervals, with a minimum frequency).
For genetic regulatory networks, the measurements are often of a qualitative form, indicating only if a
gene is strongly or weakly expressed (see [16] for a review of experimental methods, such as microarrays
or Western blots; see also [11]). In the qualitative framework introduced in Section 2, this means that
only the relative position of the variables with respect to the threshold are known, that is, the available
measurements are of the form s+ (x2 (t), θ2 ) ∈ {0, 1}, where s+ (x, θ) = 1 − s− (x, θ).
The input represents the actions that a user (here a biologist) is able to exert on the system. From an
experimental point of view, one common manipulation is to change the synthesis rate of messenger RNA
by addition of a plasmid. Plasmids are basically short rings of DNA that can be specially constructed
to include an inducible promoter of the gene under study [10, 8], and thus the transcription rate may
be externally regulated by adding different concentrations of the inducer. Therefore, it is reasonable to
suppose that the inputs will act on the synthesis rates. To reflect the qualitative data and experimental
constraints, it will be assumed that inputs are bounded, piecewise constant functions that can depend
both on time and space. The dependence of u on the space is further constrained to the type of
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measurements: Xi = s+ (xi (t), θi ) ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, 2. In addition, it will be assumed that only three
qualitative control values can reasonably be implemented:
u(t, X) : R≥0 × {0, 1}2 → {umin , 1, umax },
where u = 1 corresponds to no control, u = umin corresponds to low synthesis control, and u = umax
corresponds to high synthesis control. The values umin < 1 < umax should satisfy the conditions (8), (9)
given below. Since (3) is a 2-dimensional system, inputs will be single-valued. The system with inputs
can thus be written:
ẋ1

= uκ1 s− (x2 , θ2 ) − γ1 x1

ẋ2

= uκ2 s− (x1 , θ1 ) − γ2 x2 .

(4)

In Sections 4-6, the following question will be studied: find a control law u = u(t, X) (with the properties
stated above) such that the system (4) is globally convergent to the point P, where P ∈ {P 1, P 2, P 3}.
To do this, a standard approach is to linearize the system and construct a local solution, but this does
not provide a satisfactory answer in the case of genetic networks with qualitative measurements. In
spite of these difficulties and constraints, we have been able to construct complete global solutions to
exactly control the system (4) to P ∈ {P 1, P 2}. Exact solutions could not be found for the problem of
controlling to the unstable state P = P 3; instead two alternative solutions are suggested to bring the
system close to that point.
For system (4), a limited number of control strategies are available within each of the four regions:
B11 : no control is possible, the trajectories will converge towards the origin;
B01 : the trajectories converge towards (0, u κγ22 ), so it is possible to change the focal point, along the
x2 -axis;
B10 : the trajectories converge towards (u κγ11 , 0), so it is possible to change the focal point, along the
x1 -axis;
B00 : the trajectories converge towards (u κγ11 , u κγ22 ), so it is possible to change the focal point along
the line x2 = φ(x1 ) = κγ22 κγ11 x1 .
In each region of the phase plane a trajectory starting at (x10 , x20 ) evolves along a curve of the form:
x2 = σ(x1 ; u) = M2 + (x20 − M2 )



x1 − M1
x10 − M1

 γγ2

1

,

(5)

where Mi ∈ {0, uκi /γi }. We also have:
x1 = σ

−1

(x2 ; u) = M1 + (x10 − M1 )



x2 − M2
x20 − M2

 γγ1

2

.

(6)

For each u ≥ 1, there is a curve (a separatrix) dividing B00 into two regions (above and below the
separatrix), from which trajectories will reach B01 and B10 , respectively. For the case u = 1, these two
regions belong to the basins of attraction for P2 and P1, respectively. The separatrix has the form:


κ2
κ2
α(x1 ; u) = u − u − θ2
γ2
γ2

u κγ11 − x1
u κγ11

− θ1

! γγ2
1

(7)

The points (x1 , α(x1 ; u)), with u ≥ 1, represent the locus of any trajectory in B00 that reaches the point
(θ1 , θ2 ).

Assumptions
In addition to conditions (2), the following hypotheses on the parameters will be considered:
H1 θθ21 > κκ12 γγ12
⇔ φ(θ1 ) < θ2 ;
H2 θθ21 < κκ12 .
4

Hypothesis H1 implies that the line x2 = φ(x1 ) of possible focal points for B00 is below the unstable
point (θ1 , θ2 ). Hypothesis H2 guarantees that a value x∗1 > 0 exists such that α(x∗1 ; umax ) = 0, for umax
sufficiently large (see Lemma 1 below). Note that H1 and H2 imply that γγ21 < 1. The upper and lower
bounds umin , umax are defined as follows (δ < θθ21 κκ21 − 1 and ε > 0 is small):
(
)
(1 + δ)γ2 κθ22 − γ1 κθ11
umax > max 1,
(8)
δ
and
0 < umin < min



γ2
γ1
γ1
θ1 , θ2 , (1 − ε)x∗1
κ1
κ2
κ1



.

(9)

Finally, we remark that hypothesis H1 is only a geometric choice; the complementary case, θθ12 < κκ12 γγ21 ,
can be treated in an analogous form, with θθ21 > κκ21 , and requiring that α crosses the y-axis, i.e., there
exists x∗2 such that x∗2 = α(0; umax ). The next Lemma summarizes some useful facts on the separatrix
function and also justifies the choice of H2.
Lemma 1 Assume that H1 and H2 hold and consider the function α : R≥0 × (maxi=1,2 {γi κθii }, ∞) →
R≥0 , given by (7). Then:
a. For each fixed u, α is increasing w.r.t. the variable x;
b. Define the function x∗10 = x∗1 (u) by α(x∗10 ; u) = 0. Assume that H2 holds. Then, for sufficiently
large u, x∗10 is increasing and satisfies limu→∞ = θ1 − θ2 κκ21 .
Proof. Part (a) is immediate from the fact that u is larger than maxi=1,2 {γi θi /κi } and analysis of
the expression (7). With the notation γ̃i = γi κθii , i = 1, 2, the function x∗1 can be written as follows:

! γγ1 


2
κ1
1
γ̃1

x∗10 (u) = u 1 − 1 −
γ1
u
1 − γ̃u2
:= u

κ1
[1 − g(u)].
γ1

The limit as u tends to infinity can be computed by l’Hôpital’s rule, writing x∗10 (u) = κγ11 1−g(u)
. To
1
u
∗
∗
show that x10 is increasing for sufficiently large u, we will show that there exists u such that g(u) is
increasing for u > u∗ and limu→∞ g(u) = 1. The derivative of g has the form:
γ̃1
dg
= 2
du
u



u
u − γ̃2

 γγ1 

2
γ̃2 γ1 u − γ̃1
1−
.
γ̃1 γ2 u − γ̃2

Observe that H1 is equivalent to γ̃1 < γ̃2 , so the term (u − γ̃1 )/(u − γ̃2 ) > 1 is decreasing. Now, using
H2, define
0<δ<

(1 + δ)γ̃2 − γ̃1
θ 1 κ2
− 1, and u∗ =
.
θ 2 κ1
δ

It follows that
u ≥ u∗ ⇒

γ̃2 γ1 u − γ̃1
γ̃2 γ1 u∗ − γ̃1
>1−
γ̃1 γ2 u − γ̃2
γ̃1 γ2 u∗ − γ̃2
γ̃2 γ1 θ1 κ2
γ̃2 γ1
(1 + δ) > 1 −
= 1,
=1−
γ̃1 γ2
γ̃1 γ2 θ2 κ1

1−

so g(u) is indeed increasing for all u ≥ u∗ , and remains below 1. This implies that the derivative of x∗10
with respect to u is positive, and hence the function is increasing for u ≥ u∗ , as we wanted to show. 
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Controlling to P1

There is a complete solution to this problem, using the following piecewise constant function u (recall
that Xi = s+ (xi , θi )):

1,
∀t, x ∈ B11 ∪ B10 ∪ B00
(10)
u(t, X(x)) =
umin , ∀t, x ∈ B01 .
Possible trajectories are shown in Fig. 1. For this problem, only assumption H1 is needed. The solution
is based on the existence of a sliding mode solution on the boundary between B01 and B00 :
Lemma 2 Assume that hypothesis H1 is satisfied. Consider system (4) with control function (10).
Then, there is a sliding mode solution on the line x2 = θ2 with x1 < θ1 that will reach point P3, after
a finite time TP 3 . The same result holds if u(t, X(x)) = umax for x ∈ B00 .
Proof. To analyze the system on this switching domain, note that the vector fields have opposite
directions along this line, so a solution should be interpreted in the sense of Filippov:

 

 
0 − γ1 x1
umax κ1 − γ1 x1
ẋ1
.
,
∈ co
umin κ2 − γ2 x2
umax κ2 − γ2 x2
ẋ2
where umin κ2 − γ2 x2 < 0 < umax κ2 − γ2 x2 and −γ1 x1 < 0 < umax κ1 − γ1 x1 , using (2) for x1 < θ1 and
x2 in a small neighborhood of θ2 . Letting y = x1 and x = x2 in Lemma 7, we can conclude that there
is a sliding mode towards a point (x̄, θ2 ), where


umax
κ1 γ2
θ2 − umin
.
x̄ =
γ1 κ2
umax − umin
By H1, and for umin sufficiently small, x̄ > θ1 , so the sliding mode reaches (x1 , x2 ) = (θ1 , θ2 ) =P3, after a
time t ≤ TP 3 , which can be estimated by letting x10 = 0 and calculating x1 (TP 3 ) = θ1 = x̄(1 −e−γ1 TP 3 ).
Note that the result holds also if umax = 1.

Theorem 1 Assume that hypothesis H1 is satisfied. Then system (4) with control function (10) converges to the point P1= (κ1 /γ1 , 0).
Proof. It is easy to see that any trajectory starting in B10 will directly converge to the point P1. Any
trajectory starting in B11 will enter either B10 or B01 in finite time. Any trajectory starting in B01
will reach the switching domain x2 = θ2 (0 ≤ x1 < θ1 ) in finite time. Any trajectory starting in B00
will reach either B10 or the switching domain x2 = θ2 in finite time. Trajectories evolving from B11 to
B10 or from B00 to B10 can be normally continued, according to Lemma 6. On the switching domain
x2 = θ2 , solutions evolve towards the point P3, by Lemma 2. Finally, from this point trajectories can
only enter B10 , since the vector fields prevent any other trajectory.


5

Controlling to P2

This problem can also be completely solved, based on the dynamics in the region B00 . Recall that, in
this region, the focal point may be moved only along the line x2 = φ(x1 ). In particular, using the two
qualitative control values, the new focal point can be either near the origin (φ00,min ) or towards large
values (φ00,max ):


κ2
κ1
,
φ00,m = um , um
γ1
γ2
with m ∈ {min, max}. In region B10 , the control should be set to u = umin to prevent convergence
to P1, while in B01 , it is clear that we want u = 1, since it contains P2. Different dynamics can be
6

Figure 1: Controlling to P1 from each of the four regions. Control is u = umin in dark shaded region
and u = 1 otherwise.
generated in B00 , by choosing u = umax or u = umin : in each case, trajectories are shown to converge
towards different reference points (see Section 5.1, below). Studying the dynamics in B00 with umin
(Lemma 5) shows that any trajectory can be driven to the neighborhood of φ00,min in finite time. In
particular, note that points in this neighborhood of φ00,min are above the separatrix α and can thus be
driven to the boundary B00 /B01 under u = umax (see Lemma 1). A possible trajectory is sketched in
Fig. 2.
This suggests a piecewise constant control based on a subdivision of the region B00 . However, such a
subdivision may be difficult to detect experimentally, because only the relative positions of the variables
with respect to the thresholds are known. A control design more suitable for biological application will
use a function that is constant within each original qualitative region, but is allowed to switch values
after finite time intervals, as follows:

1,
∀t, x ∈ B11 ∪ B01



umin , ∀t, x ∈ B10
(11)
u(t, X(x)) =
 umin , t ∈ [0, T1 ), x ∈ B00


umax , t ∈ [T1 , ∞), x ∈ B00 ,

where T1 is sufficiently large. The main result is:

Theorem 2 Assume H1 and H2 hold. Then, the point P2 is globally asymptotically stable for the
system (4) defined in the invariant set Ω = [0, κ1 /γ1 ] × [0, κ2 /γ2 ], with the control law (11).
Proof. First, it is clear that trajectories with initial condition in B01 immediately converge to point
P2. Next, trajectories with initial condition in B11 will enter either B01 or B10 , in finite time (by
natural continuation of solutions, as described in Lemma 6). The minimum time to guarantee that all
trajectories with initial condition in B11 reach its boundary is:


κi
1
T11 = max
log
.
i=1,2 γi
θi γi
Trajectories that start in B10 will reach the boundary between B00 and B10 . The minimum time to
guarantee that all trajectories with initial condition in B01 reach B00 is:
T01 =

κ1
κ1
1
γ − umin γ1
log 1
.
γ1
θ1 − umin κγ11

Therefore, after a time T11 +T01 we are certain that all trajectories starting inside the set Ω have entered
either B01 or B00 . By Lemma 5, trajectories starting in B00 with u = umin reach a neighborhood of
7

Figure 2: Controlling to P2, according to Theorem 2. In the time interval [0, T1 ), u = umin and
trajectories evolve towards φ00,min , above the separatrix α(x1 ; umax ). Next, the control is switched to
umax and trajectories evolve towards the box B01 and to point P2.
the point φ00,min after time Tε . Therefore, for any time t > T1 := T11 + T01 + Tε , any trajectory with
initial condition in Ω and control law (11) is in a neighborhood of φ00,min , with x1 (t) < x1ε . At time
T1 , the control on B00 is switched to umax . Then, by Lemma 3, the trajectories will enter the box B01
in finite time.


5.1

Dynamics on B00

In the case u > 1 in B00 , the separatrix α precisely divides this box into two regions that evolve towards
either of the neighbour boxes.
Lemma 3 Assume H1 and H2 hold. Let u = umax in B00 . The trajectories with initial state (x10 , x20 ) ∈
B00 with x20 > α(x10 ; umax ), reach the boundary between B00 and B01 in finite time Tα , at a point
(σ −1 (θ2 ; umax ), θ2 ), with σ −1 (θ2 ; umax ) < θ1 .
Proof. Let (x1 (t), x2 (t)), x2 (t) = σ(x1 (t); umax ) represent the trajectory with initial condition (x10 , x20 )
with x20 > α(x10 ; umax ), on B00 with control umax . Recall that x2 (t) = α(x1 (t); umax ) represents the solution with initial condition (x10 , α(x10 ; umax )) passing through the point (θ1 , θ2 ). Then, by uniqueness
of solutions, σ(x1 (t); umax ) > α(x1 (t); umax ). Therefore, defining x∗1 by θ2 = σ(x∗1 ; umax ) > α(x∗1 ; umax )
and since α(θ1 ; umax ) = θ2 and α is an increasing function of x1 , we have that x∗1 < θ1 . Since the
trajectory (x1 (t), σ(x1 (t); umax )) has its focal point outside B00 , it reaches the boundary between B00
and B01 in finite time. To estimate Tα , let x20 = 0 and calculate x2 (Tα ) = θ2 = umax κγ22 (1 − e−γ2 Tα ). 
Lemma 4 Assume H1 and H2 hold. Let u = umax in B00 and u = umin in B10 . The trajectories with
initial state (x10 , x20 ) ∈ B00 with x20 < α(x10 ; umax ), reach the boundary between B00 and B10 in finite
time, and converge to a point (θ1 , θ2∗ ) with θ2∗ < φ(θ1 ).
Proof. By uniqueness of solutions, the trajectory (x1 (t), σ(x1 (t); umax )) corresponding to an initial
condition (x10 , x20 ) with x20 < α(x1 ; umax ) < α(x10 ; umax ), satisfies σ(x1 ; umax ) < α(x1 ; umax ). Therefore, for x1 = θ1 , σ(θ1 ; umax ) < α(θ1 ; umax ) = θ2 . This shows that any such trajectory will reach the
boundary between B00 and B10 . On this boundary line, the vector fields from B00 and B10 point in
opposite directions, and solutions can be defined in the sense of Filippov, for the differential inclusion:

 

 
umax κ1 − γ1 x1
umin κ1 − γ1 x1
ẋ1
,
.
∈ co
umax κ2 − γ2 x2
−γ2 x2
ẋ2
8

Observe that umin κ1 − γ1 x1 < 0 < umax κ1 − γ1 x1 in a small neighborhood of θ1 . Also, umax κ2 − γ2 x2
and −γ2 x2 have opposite signs for x2 < θ2 . Therefore, by Lemma 7 (with x = x1 and y = x2 ) and
some algebra, the trajectories converge to: x1 = θ1 and


umax
κ1 1
.
x2 = θ2∗ = φ(θ1 ) 1 − umin
γ1 θ1 umax − umin
Now, it is not difficult to check that θ2∗ < φ(θ1 ) whenever umax >

γ1
κ1 θ1 ,

which always holds by (2). 

Using the function x∗10 defined in Lemma 1, introduce a small quantity ε > 0 and define a value
near the focal point coordinate (φ00,min )i :
x1ε = (1 + ε)umin

κ1
< x∗10 (umax ).
γ1

Lemma 5 Assume H1 and H2 hold. Let u = umin in B00 . The trajectories with initial condition
(x10 , x20 ) ∈ B00 converge to the point φ00,min . In particular, there exists a time Tε such that the
trajectories satisfy x1 (t; x10 ) < x1ε for t > Tε .
Proof. In this case, the focal point φ00,min is inside the box B00 . Hence, with u = umin , the trajectories
converge asymptotically to φ00,min without leaving B00 .
Since each variable evolves independently, according to a linear equation, it follows by continuity that
trajectories will reach a point with x1 = x1ε in finite time. To find an estimate for Tε , consider a general
trajectory in B00 :
xi (t)

= umin

κi
κi
+ (xi0 − umin ) exp−γi t , i = 1, 2
γi
γi

with tiε the time it takes the solution to go from xi0 to (1 + ε)umin κγii :
tiε =

xi0 − umin κγii
1
1
≤
log
log
κi
γi
εumin γi
γi

κi
γi

− umin κγii
εumin κγii

Then let Tε = 2(t1 + t2 ).
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= ti .


Controlling to P3

To try to globally control the system to the unstable equilibrium point P3=(θ1 , θ2 ), the control function
in both orthants B01 and B10 has to be small, to avoid convergence to P1 or P2. Similarly, the control
in B00 cannot be fixed at umin for all times. Recall from Lemma 2 that u = umin on B01 and u = umax
on B00 implies a sliding mode along the line x2 = θ2 until P3 is reached. However, at P3 the vectors
fields prevent a switch to any of the regular domains, without guaranteeing stability: by Lemma 4,
there is a sliding mode along x1 = θ1 towards a point with x2 < θ2 . Based on the problems P1 and P2,
two different approximated solutions to P3 are next proposed.

6.1

Controlling to a neighborhood of P3

Consider the control function (with Xi = s+ (xi , θi )):

∀t, x ∈ B11
 1,
umin , ∀t, x ∈ B10 ∪ B01
u(t, X(x)) =

umax , ∀t, x ∈ B00 .

(12)

Theorem 3 Assume H1 and H2 hold. Consider system (4) with the control law (12). Trajectories
converge to a point P3∗ = (θ1 , θ2∗ ), with θ2∗ < φ(θ1 ).
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Proof. Consider control law (12). Trajectories starting in B11 hit the boundary and cross to B01 or
B10 . From Lemma 2, trajectories starting in B01 reach the boundary and go through a sliding mode
along x2 = θ2 , x1 < θ1 which reaches P3. Trajectories starting in B10 reach the boundary x1 = θ1 .
Trajectories starting in B00 either reach x2 = θ2 or x1 = θ1 .
Note that neither x1 nor x2 can increase from P3. This is clear from the signs of the vector fields, and
using Lemma 6. From P3 the trajectories are also prevented to enter B00 or B10 . But, from Lemma 4,
in the switching domain x1 = θ1 , x2 < θ2 , there is a sliding mode where the solution evolves along
x1 = θ1 towards a point with θ2∗ := ȳ < φ(θ1 ) < θ2 . Therefore, trajectories leave the point P3 along the

line x1 = θ1 , and converge to the point x = (θ1 , θ2∗ ).
It follows from this Theorem that, if the point (θ1 , θ2∗ ) is sufficiently close to P3, then it is possible
to control the system to a neighborhood of P3, that is if |θ2 − θ2∗ | ≤ δ, then the system is controllable
to B(P 3; δ) = {x ∈ R2≥0 : |x − P 3| < δ}.

6.2

A periodic orbit passing through P3

More generally, it may happen that the point P3∗ is not really “close” to P3. The results obtained so far
suggest that, by appropriately switching the input as a function of time, some control strategies can be
used to force the trajectories to pass repeatedly through the same reference points, and thus generate
a periodic solution. Theorem 3 shows that, under control (12), the system has a trajectory passing
through the following points: (x1ε , (1 + ε)φ(x1ε )) → (σ −1 (θ2 ; umax ), θ2 ) → (θ1 , θ2 ) → (θ1 , θ2∗ ). If, at
this time, the input in B00 is switched to umin , then the trajectory could return to the starting point.
Thus, we will create a periodic orbit that cycles between neighborhoods of the points (x1ε , φ(x1ε )) and
(θ1 , θ2∗ ). A suitable qualitative control will be time-varying and use the time constants Tε , Tα , and TP 3
established, respectively, in Lemmas 5, 3, and 2. Let ∆T = Tε + Tα + TP 3 and define the time-varying
control law, with j ∈ N0 :
u(t, X(x)) =

1,
∀t, x ∈ B11



umin , ∀t, x ∈ B10 ∪ B01
umin , ∀t ∈ (j∆T, j∆T + Tε ), x ∈ B00



umax , ∀t ∈ (j∆T + Tε , (j + 1)∆T ), x ∈ B00 .

(13)

Theorem 4 Assume that H1 and H2 hold. The system (4) with control function (13) has a periodic
solution passing through (θ1 , θ2 ).
Proof. Since u = umin in B10 ∪ B01 , it is easy to see that any trajectory will eventually reach the
(closed) region B̄00 . Observe that the control (13) in B00 consists of applying u = umin during a
time interval of length Tε , and then applying u = umax during a time interval of length Tα + TP 3 .
By Lemma 5, at the end of time Tε , any trajectory with initial condition in B̄00 and u = umin has
reached an ε-neighborhood, Bε , of φ00,min , and satisfies x1 ≤ x1ε . After a time-interval of duration Tε
has elapsed, the control is switched to umax . Since Bε is above the separatrix α, it follows from the
application of Lemma 1 and then Lemma 2 that trajectories leaving from Bε will pass through point P3
after some finite time. An estimate of this time is Tα + TP 3 , as given by Lemmas 3 and 2. Therefore,
after a time ∆T = Tε + Tα + TP 3 , all trajectories with an initial condition in B00 have passed through
P3 and, according to Lemma 4, they are following a sliding mode solution along the segment x1 = θ1
towards the point (θ1 , θ2∗ ). After an interval ∆T , the control is switched back to umin , and the cycle
repeated. Switching the control between umin and umax at these regular intervals, allows any trajectory
to eventually enter an oscillatory solution that cycles between Bε and the segment joining (θ1 , θ2 ) and

(θ1 , θ2∗ ), while passing exactly through P3.
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Applicability and extensions

The control problems studied in the previous sections are, in fact, not trivial problems, even though
they are applied to a fairly simple two-dimensional bistable system. This is in part because both
10

Figure 3: A periodic solution passing through P3, as in Theorem 4. The system can be also controlled
to P3∗ (and hence to a neighbourhood of P3), according to Theorem 3.
observations and available inputs are quite restricted and qualitative, which makes classical control
techniques impossible to apply, but new biologically-inspired designs are still possible. Indeed, the
synthetic circuit designed by Gardner et al. [10], responds to inputs which are very close to our laws.
A comparison between our results and the experiments described in Figure 4(a) in [10] is as follows:
1. Suppose GFP fluorescence measures variable x2 , so that “high state” corresponds to P2: X1 = 0,
X2 = 1.
2. It is reasonable to assume that, as the experiment starts, the state is X1 = X2 = 0 (genes not
expressed).
3. Applying IPTG to the system leads to X2 = 1: this corresponds to setting u = umax in B00 , B01 ,
or equivalently applying Theorem 2 for t > T1 , since starting orthant is B00 . Note that u(B01 ) = umax
does not qualitatively change the convergence to P2.
4. Applying next a thermal pulse leads to X2 = 0: this corresponds to starting from P2 (or B01 ) and
applying u = umin , or equivalently applying Theorem 1; one indeed observes that x2 decreases towards
0.
To further emphasize the utility of this study, note that system (3) is one of the motifs that form
the basis of regulatory biological/genetic circuits; a double negative feedback loop frequently appears as
one of the driving mechanisms in a larger system (the lactose operon [17], the phage λ [18], etc.). Some
recent analysis techniques can uncover reduced systems which form the core of the original system,
under given experimental conditions; moreover, these reduced systems fully represent the asymptotic
dynamics of the original system. An example is given in [22], which identifies reduced systems of two
or three dimensions representing a set of “active” or operational interactions, under different stimuli.
In this context, our results may become extremely useful: suppose system (3) is a reduced model that
faithfully reproduces the asymptotic dynamical behaviour of the original larger network, under some
specific conditions. It is then reasonable to suppose that the same control laws that drive (3) to a desired
state will also drive the full network to a dynamically equivalent state. To illustrate this idea, observe
that the results in the previous sections can be used to control the n-dimensional positive feedback
loop (ẋi = κi s+ (xi−1 , θi−1 ) − γi xi ) under the assumption that n − 2 of the steps have a much “faster”
dynamics and that the control is applied on the slower variables : in this case the system reaches a
quasi-steady state, where the full system simplifies to the dynamics of the two slower variables.
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Conclusion

This paper addressed the problem of controlling a 2-dimensional PWA system using only qualitative
state measurements and qualitative input values, inspired by the biological control of genetic networks.
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Analysis of a single-input bistable system shows that this qualitative control framework can be a powerful tool. In spite of stiff constraints on the inputs, we were able to design control laws that exactly
solve the problem of globally asymptotically controlling the system to either of its stable steady states.
Control laws were also designed to approximately solve the problem of controlling the system to the unstable steady state, either by stabilizing to a (small) neighborhood of the point or generating a periodic
solution passing through the point.
Related problems to be explored in future work include the question of robustness of the control
laws. In practice, the switch between two regions of the state space is not sharp and may not be
immediately detected in the laboratory. In this case, a description allowing some safety margin in the
definition of the inhibition functions may be desirable (as in [4]), by inserting small intermediate regions
where the input may take either value.
These controllability problems are of interest for systems which are often subject to data constraints,
and where implementation of feedback control laws is a crucial issue. Piecewise constant control laws
based on three qualitative values are much easier to implement than a control law which makes use
of (often unavailable) detailed quantitative state measurements. Indeed, some of our results are comparable to strategies already used in the laboratory [10], and suggest further possibilities. Notably,
control design may be first studied for a reduced system, valid under some specific conditions, and then
implemented in the larger original system. The general framework developed in [9] can be used as a
starting point to address fine-tuned control problems for higher dimension systems.
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A

Sliding mode solutions

For self-containment of the paper, here we recall and summarize some facts related to PWA systems,
which are given with more detail in [13] and [3]. Consider a 2-dimensional system with variables (x, y),
ẋ = f (x, y), ẏ = g(x, y), with f, g PWA functions. In each regular domain D let f D and g D represent
the corresponding vector fields. Although step functions are not defined at threshold points, solutions
of the system can still be defined in the sense of Filippov [3], as the solutions of the differential inclusion:
 
ẋ
∈ H(x, y),
(14)
ẏ
where H(x, y) is defined on regular domains D as the usual function H(x, y) = (f D (x, y), g D (x, y))′ ,
and on switching domains Ds as the convex hull of the vector fields in the neighbouring regular domains
 D


f (x, y)
s
: D ⊂ ∂D .
H(x, y) = co
g D (x, y)
Adopting Definition 4 in [3], a solution of (14) on [0, T ] in the sense of Filippov is an absolutely
continuous (w.r.t. t) function ξ(t; x0 ) such that ξ(0; x0 ) = x0 and dξ/dt ∈ H(ξ) for almost all t ∈ [0, T ].
Suppose that along one of the thresholds x = θ (and θya < y < θyb always), the vector fields are given
as follows:
  a

κx − γx x


 
, x ∈ (θ, θ + ε),

a
f (x, y)
 κby − γy y 
=
(15)
g(x, y)
κx − γx x


, x ∈ (θ − ε, θ).

b
κy − γy y
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Then, depending on the relative directions, there may be different solutions. The next Lemma states
that in some cases the solution can be “normally” continued across a switching domain. The proof
follows by showing that, to satisfy the differential inclusion on the contiguous domains, the solutions
before and after the x threshold can simply be concatenated.
Lemma 6 Suppose that the vector fields in (15) satisfy: (κax −γx x)(κbx −γx x) > 0, for all x ∈ (θ −ε, θ +
ε). Without loss of generality assume that κax − γx x > 0. For initial conditions of the form (θ, y0 ) there
κa
κa
κa
κa
is a solution in the sense of Filippov, satisfying: x(t) = γxx + (θ − γxx )e−γx t , y(t) = γyy + (y0 − γyy )e−γy t .
The existence of a solution along a switching domain is next summarized, a particular case which
is also known as a sliding mode, where one of the variables remains constant while the other evolves
towards a given point determined by the signs of the vector field. This situation appears frequently in
the control of the bistable switch.
Lemma 7 Suppose that the vector fields in (15) satisfy κax −γx x < 0 < κbx −γx x, for all x ∈ (θ−ε, θ+ε).
For initial conditions of the form (θ, y0 ) there is a solution in the sense of Filippov, satisfying:


κ̃
κ̃
e−γy t ,
(16)
+ y(0) −
x(t) ≡ θ, y(t) =
γy
γy
with κ̃ = (1 − β)κby + βκay and β = (κbx − γx θ)/(κbx − κax ), defined on an interval [0, T ), where 0 < T ≤ ∞.
The trajectory evolves towards a point: (x̄, ȳ) = (θ, κ̃/γy ). If ȳ ∈ (θya , θyb ), then T = ∞. If ȳ ∈
/ (θya , θyb ),
then T < ∞. In particular,
 a
θy , sign(κay − γy y) = sign(κby − γy y) < 0
y(T ) =
θyb , sign(κay − γy y) = sign(κby − γy y) > 0,
where the inequalities should hold for all y ∈ (θya , θyb ).
Proof. On the line x = θ any solution can be written as a convex combination of the vector fields,
0 < β < 1:
ẋ = β(κax − γx x) + (1 − β)(κbx − γx x)
ẏ = β(κay − γy y) + (1 − β)(κby − γy y)
Given the orientation of the vector fields on x, solutions may reach the line x = θ, coming from either
side, but they cannot leave it as long as y ∈ (θya , θyb ). Any solution must satisfy x(t) = θ for t in some
time interval. In this case, it makes sense to choose ẋ = 0 when x = θ (see also [13]). This can be used to
solve for the parameter β: β = (κbx −γx θ)/(κbx −κax ) and obtain a unique solution for y, of the form (16),
with κ̃ = (1−β)κby +βκay . As t → ∞, the y solution tends to ȳ = κ̃/γy . If ȳ ∈ (θya , θyb ), then the trajectory
will converge towards (x̄, ȳ), a fixed point in the sense of Filippov. If ȳ ∈
/ (θya , θyb ), then the trajectory
a
stops once it reaches one of the endpoints of the interval. If sign(κy − γy y) = sign(κby − γy y) < 0
(resp. > 0), then all the vectors in the cone imply that y is decreasing (resp., increasing), so that the
trajectory reaches one of the endpoints of the y interval in finite time. In particular, note that one has
0 > κay − γy θya > κay − γy θyb and 0 > κby − γy θya > κby − γy θyb , which implies ȳ ≤ (1 − β)θya + βθya = θya .
That is, the solution tends to a point below θya , so it will stop here. A similar reasoning holds for case
(b).
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